Regulatory
Global regulation increasingly touches critical aspects
of every major industry - whether you are curing
disease, exploring new sources of energy, or
developing cutting-edge technologies to connect with
your customers.
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We help organizations navigate the world’s multiplying
regulatory regimes as they cross industries and borders
alike. At Hogan Lovells, we believe that regulation is
neither a force to be feared nor an obstacle to be
overcome. Regulation is simply a reality of doing
business today, and the organizations that understand
it holistically and navigate it well are the ones that will
succeed.
That mindset is the foundation of our Global
Regulatory practice. One we shorthand as go - the
opposite of no, slow, and all that regulation more
typically represents – because the strength of our
Global Regulatory practice is its focus on moving our
clients’ businesses forward.
Our team helps industry understand, anticipate, and
influence the shifting - and often volatile - regulatory
landscape. We partner with your business to create
smart, operational solutions that mitigate risk, create
new opportunities, and power your enterprise to
advance.

Latest thinking and events
News

Areas of focus
State Aid and Subsidy Control

Related practices
Digital Assets and Blockchain
Crisis Leadership Team
Financial Services Regulatory
Consulting
Gaming Law
Immigration
Infrastructure, Energy, Resources,
and Projects
Managed Legal Services
Strategic Communications
Trade Secrets and Confidential
Know-how
Aviation
Uncrewed Aircraft Systems

HL Tech and Tel: China’s regulation of international
data transfers
Insights
Getting The Deal Through: Automotive 2022
News
ATAD 3 or the importance of adequate substance
Insights
Salvaging and safeguarding privilege: lessons from the
ENRC litigation
Analysis
Read our summary update on the Court of Justice of
the European Union (“CJEU”) and how it may affect you.
Press Releases
Hogan Lovells adds space and satellite, project finance
partner Alexis Sáinz in D.C.

Nuclear Energy and Materials
Education
Administrative and Public Law

